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 I have also tried "System Properties", "Hardware & Devices" and "Device Manager" from the Start Menu but nothing useful there either. I also went into BIOS and had it set up to use Legacy (not default EFI) mode but it didn't seem to work. So what exactly would be an instruction for getting a CDROM to work in a VM? If you could include any physical hints, please. Thanks for any help. I would
have posted on here before I bought an extra CDROM drive but I didn't have the time.Q: I used a bad lens, how can I fix it? I purchased this lens (I've just figured out how to type the full name) for my Nikon D5100. But I know it's not right for that camera and may not be "kit" quality. I was wondering if I just stuck it in my Nikon lens cleaner (always used to clean my lenses with) and it would turn
out okay. Should I buy a replacement? The lens is showing up in the menu but the camera does not detect it and says, "No Image!" Does it mean it's ruined? I also have an old "kit" lens (the one it came with the camera) and it is a rather difficult lens to try to get images with. Is it possible to take a low quality photo and then fix it in Gimp? A: There are two factors that are likely to make this less than
perfect. 1) The lens has a plastic front element that moves out of the way and lets light through. This is a pretty good material, but at some point, it becomes worn and becomes less transparent, allowing more light to enter. This will definitely degrade your images over time. 2) The focus mechanism doesn't want to work. It's pretty easy to go through a full range of focus calibration with an old 100mm
lens and the little focus-calibration-peep you get on the lens. If the lens can't get any of its focus mechanism working, then it's even more difficult to get it to work. It might be possible to clean this lens out enough to make the focus mechanism work again, but I don't think there's any guarantee that you'll be able to get a pretty good image from it. For quality, I'd either get a replacement, or if possible,
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